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Termite Scheme is a variant of the Scheme programming language intended for distributed computing. It offers a simple and powerful concurrency model, strongly inspired by the Erlang programming language, which is based on a message-passing model of concurrency.
The main goal of our work is to identify the essential set of features necessary for Scheme to offer support for distributed applications development. Lightweight isolated processes, distributed message-passing, controled error propagation, and immutable variable bindings are the essential features inspired by Erlang that were added to Scheme.
The resulting language has three key features that Erlang lacks: macros, continuations and distinct record types. Macros are used to implement new language abstractions without having to change the compiler. For example, macros are used to implement pattern matching and domain specific language abstractions. First-class continuations with unlimited extent abstract the suspended state of a process. They can be used to express concepts such as process cloning, suspending a process to disk, dynamic code replacement, and process migration. Definition of distinct record types in a distributed environment is supported. Universally unique identifiers are used in the source of the record definition in order to make the types unique and persistent. A current limitation of the implementation is that they are not handled by pattern matching.
The implementation is built on top of Gambit-C, an optimizing Scheme to C compiler which is highly portable and efficient. Millions of processes can execute concurrently. Gambit-C has been modified in order to support Termite better, notably by adding mailboxes to threads and binary serialization of objects. The presentation focuses on detailing the difference between Termite and Erlang and illustrating possible applications of macros and continuations in the context of concurrent and distributed applications. The current implementation will be discussed, along with an exposition of its performance caracteristics.
